
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Please ask for: Jonathan Bell 

 

19 March 2013  My Ref                                Your Ref PINS/ N1160/429/10 

 

Dear Mr Seaman 

 

DERRIFORD & SEATON AREA ACTION PLAN 

 

Thank you for your letter of 18th March 2013 in relation to modifications. 

 

I note that paragraph 5 of the Examination Briefing Note states that you are unable to recommend as 

‘main modifications’ changes that are merely ‘improvements’ to the plan that do not affect its 

soundness, but that it would also be unusual if the Council did not wish to respond positively to the 

concerns of participants wherever possible.  I note that in these circumstances it is your intention to 

facilitate this.  We will be proposing minor amendments that fall into this category, responding in 

particular to concerns of British Land / PruPIM and the Environment Agency.  We also anticipate 

recommending some minor changes which are in the form of corrections and updates, but we do not 

consider that these affect the soundness of the Plan either.  

 

We do not anticipate recommending changes of a more fundamental nature, as we consider that the 

Plan is sound and does not require such changes. However if, following consideration of all of the 

evidence, including answers to the questions that you have posed for the hearing sessions, you 

consider that there is a shortcoming in the Plan relating to soundness, then our preference is as 

follows.  We would suggest that you prepare a preliminary findings note which identifies the basis for 

your concerns and invites the Council’s view on how these should be resolved.   This would provide 

a basis upon which I could consult with the relevant Cabinet Member with responsibility for planning, 

with a view to formally notifying you that we wish to request modifications under section 20 (7C) of 

the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 as amended.   

 

I hope this is of assistance. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 
Jonathan Bell 

Head of Development Planning 

Andrew Seaman 

Senior Housing and Planning Inspector  

The Planning Inspectorate 

4/03 Kite Wing  

Temple Quay House 

2 The Square 

Bristol 

BS1 6PN 

Planning Department 

 

Plymouth City Council 

Civic Centre 

Plymouth  PL1 2AA 

 

T 01752 304353 

E jonathan.bell@plymouth.gov.uk 
www.plymouth.gov.uk 


